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The environmental cleaning program implementation toolkit was successfully executed at 

LUTH over the 6-month period and deemed feasible, acceptable, and appropriate among 

users.

Environmental cleaning (EC) in healthcare facilities is a 

fundamental infection prevention and control (IPC) intervention.1

• Resources like the CDC/ICAN Best Practices for 

Environmental Cleaning in Healthcare Facilities in Resource-

Limited Settings (2019) offer guidance on best practices for 

EC.2

CDC and ICAN created a novel cleaning program implementation 

toolkit (“toolkit”) to support the progressive implementation of best 

practices.

• The toolkit process follows a 5-step approach to incremental 

program improvement as shown in Figure 1 below. 

We piloted the toolkit at Lagos University Teaching Hospital 

(LUTH, Lagos, Nigeria) from March to Sept 2021.

This formative evaluation describes the performance of the first 

pilot of the toolkit in a neonatal ward at LUTH with respect to its 

effectiveness, appropriateness, and acceptability.

BACKGROUND & CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTATION

The evaluation utilized a mixed methods approach to evaluate the 

toolkit after completion of defined steps during the 6-month 

implementation period:

1.  Step A: After preparing for action within the facility.

2.  Steps B & C: After baseline assessment of EC at the  facility 

and development of an action plan.

3.  Step D: After implementation of planned action

• Monitoring checklists were developed to assess feasibility of 

completing toolkit process and evaluate outputs over time.

• Cross-sectional surveys and key informant interviews with the 

facility-based team members were performed to assess:

✓ Effectiveness: Ability of the toolkit to meet EC goals.

✓ Appropriateness: Compatibility of the toolkit with the 

operations and values of the facility.

✓ Acceptability: Extent to which users consider the toolkit 

suitable to meet EC objectives.

METHODS / ACTIVITY

RESULTS

• The environmental cleaning program implementation toolkit 

was successfully executed at LUTH over the 6-month period.

• Review of survey data and key informant interviews conducted 

with users of the toolkit speaks to its feasibility, acceptability, 

appropriateness, and effectiveness.

• Several tools and processes suggested by the toolkit may be 

adapted to better match local resources and time constraints. 

• Time commitments were a main burden cited by users of the 

toolkit. Simplification of processes may help to address this 

limitation of the toolkit.

• Next steps at LUTH will be to monitor and evaluate whether the 

interventions implemented during the pilot result in sustained 

improvements to cleaning processes and practices. 

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 1.

Evaluation point 1

Evaluation point 2
Evaluation point 3

➢ All specified steps and outputs from the toolkit process were 

completed within designated time intervals as determined from 

the structured monitoring checklists. 

➢ At each toolkit step, respondents noted that the toolkit worked 

well in the facility and was conducive to: identifying areas for 

improvement in cleaning at the facility, developing an action 

plan for such improvements, and translating these plans into 

action (Table I).

➢ Mixed perceptions were reported regarding the acceptability of 

the time requirement needed to implement the toolkit activities 

(Fig 2). Additional challenges included adapting policies, 

processes, and procedures recommended by the toolkit to 

meet facility resources and local dialects (Table I).

➢ Most respondents indicated favorable personal experiences 

with the toolkit (Fig 3).


